COUNCIL ON STUDENT SERVICES 2019-2020

TO: Council on Student Services
FROM: Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee
FOR: CSS Meeting on November 18, 2019

ITEM IDENTIFICATION:
Student Enhancement Fund Proposals [Round #1]

SPONSOR:
Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee: Nadia R., Shagun K., Chaman K., Sarah M., Oluwapelumi S.

JURISDICTIONAL INFORMATION:
According to the CSS Constitution, Section 2J, the Council on Student Services, upon receiving the recommendations of the enhancement fund sub-committee, shall approve funding for projects from the Student Enhancement Fund. Each year, $55,000 has been allocated to fund Enhancement Fund proposals. Effective May 2016, funding was increased from $40,000 to $55,000.

PREVIOUS ACTION TAKEN:
None

ACTION SOUGHT:
The Student Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee recommends the following motions:
BIRT CSS approve up to $3300.00 for Pakistani Students Association’s “Shaadi Night”
BIRT CSS approve up to $2107.51 for Pakistani Students Association at UTSC’s “Zaiqa e Pakistan: Taste of Pakistan”
BIRT CSS approve up to $1500.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student Association) “Bell Let’s Talk Event”
BIRT CSS approve up to $600.00 for LSA’s (Linguistics Student Association) “Linguistics Graduation Party”
BIRT CSS approve up to $680.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student Association) “BioSA Students vs. Professors Basketball Bash”
BIRT CSS approve up to $560.00 for University of Toronto Hong Kong Student Club’s “UTHKSC Chinese New Year Treasure Hunt”
BIRT CSS approve up to $130.00 for Blankets for T.O.’s No Jacket Movement
BIRT CSS approve up to $500.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student Association) “BioSA Snow Tubing”
BIRT CSS approve up to $472.00 for The Gate’s “Entrepreneurship Expo/ CS Startup Plug In”
BIRT CSS approve up to $450.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Student’s Association) “Exam De-Stressor”
BIRT CSS approve up to $425.00 for English and Chinese Translations Studies Association’s “Idiom Translation Competition”
BIRT CSS approve up to $410.00 for CAPTURE’s “Welcome Back Social + Protrait Workshops + Video Project”
BIRT CSS approve up to $130.00 for Twelve65 Dance Team’s “Twelve65 6 Year Anniversary Showcase”
BIRT CSS approve up to $50.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Students Association) “Rose Grams”
BIRT CSS approve up to $178.76 for Minds Matter Magazine’s “MMM Website and Google Suite Maintenance”
BIRT CSS approve up to $130.00 for SYNAPES: Transmitting Awareness in Neuropathology’s “SYNAPSE Neuroscience Mix & Mingle”
BIRT CSS approve up to $130.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Students Association) “BioSA End-of-the-year Elections”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for Future SLP’s and Audiologist’s “Midterm Destressor”
BIRT CSS approve up to $115.00 for Health Occupations Students of America UTSC’s “HOSA the Challenge”
BIRT CSS approve up to $40.00 for University of Toronto TeamFlight Tactics Association’s “UTFTA Meet and Greet”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for Association of Mathematical and Computer Science Students, University of Toronto Scarborough’s “Gaming Night Series”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Students Association) “Diversity in Medicine”
BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for BioSA’s (Biology Students Association) “Subject PoST Panel”
BIRT CSS approve up to $60.00 for SYNAPES: Transmitting Awareness in Neuropathology’s “NROB60 Review”
BIRT CSS approve up to $60.00 for Co-op Student’s Association’s “Merry Mix & Mingle Movie Finals De-Stressor”
BIRT CSS approve up to $49.60 for Association of Mathematical and Computer Science Students University of Toronto Scarborough’s “Pumpkin Carving”
BIRT CSS approve up to $32.35 for Because I Am A Girl UTSC & Women’s and Trans Center UTSC’s “#HearMeToo – Sharing Circle”
BIRT CSS approve up to $30.00 for Association of Mathematical and Computer Science Students University of Toronto Scarborough’s “Professor Project Series”
BIRT CSS approve up to $48.67 for ProjectSTART! Science’s “Tabling and First General Meeting”

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Total funds requested in Round 2: $21,839.51
Total funds allocated in Round 2: $13,150.99

Total funds requested 2018-19: $74,798.64
Total funds allocated 2018-19: $41,073.73 ($15,618.49 allocated in round 2)